
On Thu, Oct 24, 2013 at 4:56 PM, FINLEY JAYDEN <fjaydenuk@gmail.com> wrote: 

Mr. Lars E 

Thanks for your urgent reply to the information requested from you by the 
British ministry of interior England, your details was request for security 
reasons because what has happen in the past to the transfer of the funds for 
further information with finalization of the transfer which will effect from days 
from now we will keep you posted with any other as soon as your details has 
been confirmed valid as the rightful beneficiary to the 2,250,630,00GBP 
belonging to Dr. Rose M. Peterson which was paid from the world Bank in 
Switzerland to a non residential account here in London England with the 
Standard chartered bank  for her contract with the Medicines Sans Frontiers 
(MSF), which she exited after some few months of contract (reasons, ‘’she was 
to come back home to her family’’) which she presented you as his beneficiary 
because of her health condition which she is still struggling with, which was 
started in our accreditation document right here.  
For these reasons and to avoid mistake for the funds not going to the wrong 
hands we have decided to take this measures for the funds to be in the right hands 
which was proposed to  Mr. Lars E, we will keep you posted as soon as we 
confirm details valid for procedure to complete the transfer of the funds to the 
beneficiary account in Swedbank. 
Thanks  
Mr. Finley Jayden 

British Ministry of interior 

 

 

Från: FINLEY JAYDEN <fjaydenuk@gmail.com> 
Datum: 25 oktober 2013 20:52:26 CEST 
Till: Lars E <krister.48@hotmail.com> 
Ämne: Re: Rose. M. Person Fund 

To Mr. Lars E 

This is to inform you that the details you presented has been entered into the 
Swedish data’s base and has been confirmed valid for the transfer of the funds 
worth the sum amount of 2,250,630,00GBP belonging to Dr. Rose M. 
Peterson for his pay off contract that was ended in Syria which was paid from 
the world Bank in Switzerland to a non residential account here in United 
Kingdom London with the Standard chartered bank  for her contract which was 
stated earlier with the Medicines Sans Frontiers (MSF) in Syria. 
The 2,250,650,00GBP has been unlocked and will be transfer within 5 working 
days effect from Monday 28th October 2013 and you are required to present 
the transfer fee slip of 4,620GBP with your name payable in cash for the 
beneficiary activation fee through Mr. William Stockford. This 4,620GBP 
gives the British ministry of interior the legal right to released fund to 
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beneficiary by using the sum amount of the 4,620GBP to raise a draft of released 
of funds which will be payable along with the funds as it's transfer to your 
account for documentation of rightful person who has been presented by the 
owner of funds as beneficiary(4,620GBP is refundable), we hope to hear from 
you for the finalization of the funds to your account at Swedbank which has been 
confirmed valid, get back to us as soon as possible with the slip and cash through 
Mr. William Stockford. 
Thanks 

Mr. Finley Jayden 
British Ministry of interior 
 


